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Sudden Boom In
Housebuilding Projects
Willmott Dixon has been
appointed to build a £12.5
million residential accommodation scheme in Ashby
de la Zouch.
The 65 one and two bed
homes, alongside communal
areas such as a hairdressers
and a bistro, will be completed
for EMH Care & Support.
Designed by architects BRP,
the homes are scheduled to
complete in early 2021 and
there are also plans to build an
adjacent new school.

NEETS
The project was procured
through Procurement Hub with a
large focus on creating a positive impact for local people. This
will see 10% of the budget invested into local social return
projects
concentrating
on
NEETS (people Not in Education
Employment or Training), with

Willmott Dixon collaborating
with a local secondary school as
part of its programme. This includes a ten week traineeship
where people aged 16 to 18
will learn employability skills,
gain a CSCS card and get
on-site work experience.
Each year, Willmott Dixon delivers £250 million-worth of
homes across the UK, working
in collaboration with the public
sector and private sector partners. One example is Willmott
Dixon’s work across Yorkshire to
build over 300 homes in Rotherham and Doncaster. The company has also just delivered an
extra care facility in Nottinghamshire to create 44 new-build
units and renovate 180 existing
flats. In May, Willmott Dixon
won a £9.3 million contract
from Leeds City Council to deliver homes for affordable rent in
Gipton and Osmondthorpe. It

followed two recent contract
wins worth over £40 million to
create more than 100 affordable homes in Salford for Salix
Homes and 147 homes in
Simonsway for Wythenshawe
Community Housing Group.

Stonehaven
Construction has begun on 91
homes at Mackie Village on the
Ury Estate in Stonehaven by FMR
Construction for Hillcrest Housing
Association. The Mackie Village
site is located next to the new
Stonehaven retail outlet, which
has seen construction recently
start f
or a new 3,750 square
metre supermarket.
FMR Construction is involved in
a raft of other construction projects, including a £14 million construction contract to convert the
Scottish Power headquarters in
Glasgow, Cathcart House, into
residential accommodation. i

Most Brits Think They Are Too Old
For An Apprenticeship

Two thirds of the UK workforce wrongly believe they are too old to become an apprentice and that the age barrier is between
16-24 when in fact, there is no age barrier.
(Government advice says ‘if you make a request to your employer to take on an apprenticeship as an adult it is perfectly legitimate and
your request should be welcomed and supported. If you’re aged 24 or above, you may be
eligible for adult skills funding if you undertake
an advanced level apprenticeship or Higher Apprenticeship’.)
According to research by Global online job
search engine, Jobrapido.com, nearly two thirds
of the UK workforce (62%) have aspirations to
change their career path and more than half of

UK employees (52%) also admitted they would
readily embark on an apprenticeship if it could
support a career change or move to a different
industry sector.
Yet nearly two thirds of those that wouldn’t
embark on an apprenticeship believe they are
too old and the age limit is between 16-24. A
quarter of respondents felt that apprenticeships
would be a step down given their career
experience.
Jobrapido’s research was conducted amongst
1,444 employees who work across different
industry sectors including sales, marketing,
engineering, transportation, construction and
technology. The research was conducted in
July 2019. i
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Glazing Summit
Hits The Heights

Almost 350 industry leaders descended Organisation
on Edgbaston Cricket Stadium and The conference was organised by Insight Data
Conference Centre for the 2019 Glazing and Purplex Marketing. CEO, and Glazing
Summit – and were hit for six by the event.
Summit founder, Andrew Scott said: “We
The Summit, in its second year, attracted brought more than 300 industry leaders and 25
installers, fabricators and suppliers from all over expert speakers together to connect and share
the country. They heard 25 speakers from some their experiences and ideas to help better shape
of the industry’s most influential companies the future of the industry. We’d like to thank
discuss some of the biggest industry issues, our 23 sponsors and partners, especially our
including sustainability and recycling, navigat- headline sponsors the GGF and our technical
ing Brexit, fire regulations and accreditations, partners Yale, without whom it wouldn’t have
innovation & smart technology and tackling the been possible to put on such a wonderful event.”
skills shortage.
2020 vision
Keynotes
The Glazing Summit was so well received that it
Keynote speakers included Adrian Webster, one was announced at the end that it will become an
of Britain’s leading speakers on business, sales annual event, with preparations for 2020 aland customer service and RBS Bank Director Neil ready underway. “The Glazing Summit shows
Parker, a leading UK economist and market that the industry needs a platform for CEOs and
strategist.
business leaders to come together and share
ideas, thoughts and opinions on all the biggest
Dinner
issues it faces,” added Scott. “And that’s why we
In the evening it was the turn of the Leaders are going to make it an annual event, with the
Dinner, which saw 200 VIPs enjoy an evening of Glazing Summit 2020 taking place at the same
fine dining and networking, with after-dinner venue next year.” i
speaker and Olympic gold medallist Roger Black
MBE gaining rapturous applause.
For more information, visit www.glazingsummit.co.uk

Fire Door Safety Week
Fire door safety campaigners have stressed the
life saving role of fire doors as part of this year’s
Fire Door Safety Week (23-29 September).
The week is organised by the British Woodworking Federation. This year the focus has been on
the domestic property arena with a theme of ‘protecting us while we sleep’.
The awareness week, now in its seventh year,
highlighted the importance of fire doors and good
fire safety practice. Messages prior to the week
were emphasised to care homes, children’s homes
and sheltered housing as well as houses in multiple
occupation and communal properties.
Research conducted for this year’s Fire Door
6 | News | The Installer

Safety Week amongst care home workers is
expected to reveal concerns about fire safety as
well as a lack of clarity about the crucial role that
fire doors play in care home buildings.
Helen Hewitt, Chief Executive of the British
Woodworking Federation, said: “We all need to
feel protected, and especially so when we are
asleep. Fire doors play a vital role as the first line
of defence against fire and smoke, containing their
spread while buildings are evacuated. But they
must be properly installed and maintained and
good fire safety practice must be shared and followed. That’s why we continue to raise awareness
every year through Fire Door Safety Week.” i
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Installers Association Technical & Legal Column

Beware Of
Existing Defects

If you check for existing defects during your survey and report them writes, The Installer’s
technical expert, Don Waterworth, you can’t be accused of causing the defect after
you’ve completed the job.
the quality of the finished job –
but it is not beyond the bounds of
reason to spot an unrelated
defect and still advise the homeowners to reassure them you
know what you are doing above
and beyond fitting windows or
doors.

It is incumbent upon fenestration surveyors and professional installers to inspect the
property before installation
commences.
This practice is not only essential to provide good customer
care but also can avoid the customer blaming you for inherent
defects. Shown in the photograph here is a late 1960s bungalow with an angle iron lintel.
Typically, this type of mild steel
lintel expands, particularly when
on an exposed south-west facing
elevation. When you come
across this type of defect, it must
be pointed out to the householder and an explanation given
as to what is happening and
what may occur in future.

Silicone
However the window company
fitting these windows did not
only fail to discuss this matter
with the householder, they also
chose to fit a top bead covering
up the front nib of the lintel. They
then siliconed the nib over, as
can be seen at the top of the trim
– if again you study the photo.
Be professional
As a professional fenestration
surveyor and/or installer, you
are not expected to be an expert
in every matter or a paragon of
virtue. However, the Law does
expect you to advise householders correctly and effectively.
In the case pictured, an inherent defect has ultimately affected

Write it down
Surveyors should write on the
Survey Sheet what inherent defects have been found and discuss them with the householder.
And should an installer turn up
on site and realise the surveyor
has missed something, the
installers should grasp the nettle
and advise the householder,
amend the survey sheet and
advise the boss. i Don.
Picture: An expanded mild
steel lintel has caused a
defect. The problem with the
lintel should have been
spotted and discussed with
the householder before the
job commenced.
This article has been
authored by our technical
writer – Principal Surveyor
Don Waterworth of
hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
Don also acts as an Expert
Witness and is an
Accredited Mediator.
Tel: 0800 1954922
Tuesday-Thursday
10:00am-3:00pm.
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News Extra

Low Carbon Homes Expo
Manchester – November 14
Cogent Events will open the
doors to the North-West
edition of Low Carbon
Homes – its nationwide
regional event series – in
Manchester.

On November 14th 2018,
Manchester City Council
adopted new science-based
climate change targets on
behalf of the city, to rapidly
cut emissions from 2015
levels by 50% by 2022, 83%
by 2030, and down to zero
by 2038.
The city’s ‘Draft Zero Carbon
Framework 2020-38’ document
confirmed that – for domestic
property – this would involve reducing energy demand and shifting to lower carbon heat
sources, lifting families out of fuel
poverty and saving residents
money on their energy bills, as
well as reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. A year later to the
day, Cogent Events will open the
doors to the North-West edition
of Low Carbon Homes – its
nationwide regional event series
– in Manchester.
Working with Manchester City
Council, Manchester Climate
Change Agency and wider
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stakeholders, the event’s programme has been curated to ensure that speakers and delegates
at the 14th November event
tackle the particular challenges
of retrofitting existing housing
stock, while helping to develop
the Zero Carbon Framework
2020-38 and the city’s emerging
Zero Carbon Housing Strategy.

Homes event is a key part of
kick-starting this hugely exciting
work.”
Aimed at contractors and related sector professionals, local
authorities, landlords, architects
and heating engineers, the freeto-attend event features plenary
sessions, practical workshops,
training and an exhibition.

Programme
Jonny Sadler, Programme Director
of Manchester’s Climate Change
Agency, when speaking on the
Low Carbon Homes programme,
said: “Bringing Manchester’s existing housing up to a zero carbon
standard is a vital component of
our zero carbon ambition, which
will not only improve the wellbeing of our residents but will stimulate a retrofit market, boosting our
local economy.
“We need local businesses,
home-owners, landlords, Manchester City Council, Greater
Manchester, Government and
others to come together to help
create an ambitious programme
of zero carbon improvements
across the city. The Low Carbon

2038
“The Manchester event is set to
be our largest Low Carbon
Homes event so far. We’re
chuffed with the support we’ve
received across the city. If there is
a city in the UK that can get to
zero carbon by 2038, it’s
Manchester. We’re honoured to
be playing a part in helping
make that happen,” says Graham Lock, the Founder of Low
Carbon Homes. i
Picture: Manchester has
established a Draft Zero
Carbon Framework for 2020-38
and Jonny Sadler, Programme Director of Manchester’s Climate Change
Agency.
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Keep the pressure at bay.
Height differences and climatic loads can cause a build-up
or loss of air pressure inside sealed units. SWISSPACER AIR
regulates air pressure between the outside climate and the
sealed unit to reduce glass deflection and sealed unit failure.
Tested by ift Rosenheim. Learn more at swisspacer.com
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Passivhaus – The Next Step
In Energy Efficient Building
John Cooper, Swisspacer’s UK Commercial Director, says many specifiers and contractors
are playing an increasingly important role in the industry’s energy efficiency progress by
aiming for the Passivhaus standard.

For some years, energy
efficiency has been driven
primarily by homeowners,
writes
John
Cooper,
Swisspacer’s UK Commercial
Director.
Passivhaus is the fastest growing energy performance standard in the world. It aims to
achieve a 75% reduction in
space heating requirements,
compared to standard practice
for UK new build housing. It provides the industry with a robust
method to help the industry
reach the Government’s longterm carbon reduction targets.
Warm edge spacer bars
Recent
research
by
the
Passivhaus Institute in Darmstadt
– the independent research organisation which has played a
crucial role in the development of
Passivhaus – proves the positive
impact of warm edge spacer
bars such as Swisspacer on a
building’s energy efficiency. The
Passivhaus Institute looked at the
impact of both aluminium and
warm edge spacer bars and the
overall energy requirements of
buildings in different climates.
Using warm edge spacer bars instead of aluminium in a triple
glazed window saves homeowners an average 8.6% on energy
bills in cool/moderate climates
such as the UK and Ireland.
That’s the equivalent of 180kg
less CO2 per household every
year. The research proves warm
edge spacer bars make a tangible difference to energy performance and concludes that the
amount saved by homeowners

on energy bills significantly domestic sectors. This year, the
outweighs the slightly higher Perch Eco Business Centre in
manufacturing costs.
Bicester, for example, became
the UK’s first non-domestic building to achieve the new
Passivhaus database
There are currently about 285 Passivhaus Plus standard. Plans
certified Passivhaus windows were also announced to build
and sliding doors on the market three Passivhaus schools in Scotinternationally. The Passivhaus land. In January this year and
database of certified compo- contractors were appointed to
nents lists Swisspacer in 77% of build the first Passivhaus local
windows, 80% of sliding doors authority leisure centre in the
and 92% of curtain wall systems. UK. In the residential sector, the
In fact, Swisspacer Ultimate was City of York recently announced
the first warm edge spacer bar to a programme to deliver 600
new homes in accordance with
gain Passivhaus accreditation.
the standard, which would
make it the UK’s largest residenThe future is Passivhaus
Passivhaus is the next step in en- tial Passivhaus development by
ergy efficient building and low far. i
carbon developments for the
market and it’s pleasing to see Picture: A Passivhaus project
the progress in the UK in the past in Kladnica, Bulgaria.
year across domestic and nonThe Installer| Energy Efficiency Inc. Packers & Sealants |15
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Are You Using The Right
Packers To Fix Your Windows?

When fitting a window, which packers do you use? The nearest ones to hand? Glazing
packers? Asks Glazpart’s Dean Bradley.

How many windows are fitted
and the frame packed out
with glazing packers not
frame packers? asks Asks
Glazpart’s Dean Bradley
The clue here is in the name of
the products. Flat packers (also
referred to as setting blocks) are
specifically designed to work
with bridge packers to pack out
the glass in the sash or frame.
Here they work and support the
glazed unit correctly and transfer
the weight of the glass to the
frame. The bridge packer then
allows condensation to escape

underneath and out through the
drain hole covers.

their comprehensive range of
products that all work together.

Frame packers
The glazing or flat packers however cannot support the packing
out of the frame to prevent the
distortion when the fixings are installed. That’s why professional
installers use frame packers. The
frame packer is installed around
the frame to make it tight and the
window vertical. As they are
horseshoe shaped, they can be
installed so that the fixing is in
the centre with the frame being
supported on three sides to stop
any deflection as the fixing is installed, normally with a power
drill which can over torque the
fixing. Once the window is fixed
using the correct packer the rest
of the window can be installed
without any distortion out of true
– so less call backs.
That’s why Glazpart developed

Making the job easier
Today, frame packers are also
designed to give you a helping
hand. They are designed to work
with your window frame to link
into the profile or the fixing itself
so that it doesn’t move or rotate
when installing the window so
the job on site is quicker and
easier especially when working
at height.
Packers for Professionals
Today, you can find frame packers at your local trade counter in
small handy packs to keep on
your van, so when you’re picking up your consumables don’t
forget to ask for your Glazpart
frame packers, part of the Packers for Professionals range. i
Picture: How to do it.

Brand New And Waterproof Too
Bond It, one of the UK’s fastest applications, it has a high bond
growing manufacturers of strength, good heat resistance
sealants, adhesives, water- and boasts a 10 minute open
proofing products and other
building chemicals, has
made another new addition
to its range.
Capitalising on the latest hybrid technology, the business has
just introduced a new D4 classified PVA Adhesive. A premium
grade, solvent-free formulation,
this product offers waterproofing
properties, even under constant
water immersion.
Suitable for interior and exterior
16 | Energy Efficiency Inc. Packers & Sealants | The Installer

time. Tested to D4 standards, this
carries certification to EN204.
Ready to use, this hybrid PVA is
suitable for most timber construction applications, including for
window frames, window scantling, door manufacture and solid
wood bonding. i
Picture: D4 classified PVA
Adhesive is available in 4
sizes, 125ml, 250ml, 500ml
under the Glue Monster banner and as a 1L under Bond
Its’ adhesive range.
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Energy Efficient Demand.
Energy Efficient Supply
For homebuilders and
homeowners, energy
efficiency should be at the
top of the list of
considerations when
selecting windows and
doors, writes Nick Cowley,
MD of Euramax Solutions.
From helping your customers
save money on energy bills,
to growing your business, it’s
surprising the benefits that
energy efficient windows and
doors can offer, writes Nick
Cowley.
According to The Energy Saving Trust UK, up to 20 per cent
of a home’s heat loss is caused
by inefficient windows and
doors. Thus installing energy efficient products can ensure that
people live comfortably, save
money and reduce their carbon
footprint. In addition, energy efficient windows and doors are
beneficial to the environment.
The British Fenestration Ratings
Council rates the quality of energy efficiency on a scale of A to
G, with an A++ rating demonstrating the highest energy efficiency performance. The higher
the performance, the more heat
that is retained, therefore reducing the need to use energy
provided from central heating.
With environmental issues a
great concern, many contractors
are under pressure to help
customers reduce their energy
consumption by supplying energy efficient products.
High efficiency, low costs
From the start of the supply chain
to the end user, energy efficiency
is important. For homeowners,
the biggest benefit of choosing
energy efficient products is the

potential cost savings. Therefore,
suppliers and installers should
consider every aspect of the
products they select – everything
from the panes and frames to the
sealants being used. For
instance, new build homeowners
can potentially save up to £700
a year on energy bills if the
houses are fitted with energy
efficient A and B rated windows
and doors.
Providing energy efficiency
Supplying what your customers
want will benefit your business.
People want to save money
wherever they can, so by providing a product that can do this is
a huge selling point. With the demand for energy efficient products increasing, it’s important that
customers can rely on a contractor to provide them with a solution for increasing energy
efficiency and reducing energy
costs. By supplying and installing
energy efficient products, not
only will it increase sales, it also
positions your business as trustworthy and environmentally
friendly, which helps retain customer loyalty. When working
with a new customer, ensuring
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that the windows and doors
being installed are energy efficient, will save both initial and
long-term costs and reduce your
customer’s energy consumption.
Bespoke
On top of providing energy efficient products, another way to increase sales and position your
business as trustworthy and reliable is offering a bespoke service.
This can be particularly helpful for
customers living in older homes
that may not have standard size
or shape window or door openings, meaning that off-the-shelf
products just won’t fit. Working
with a supplier that can manufacture bespoke size windows and
doors means that your customer’s
products will be precisely fitted,
adding extra security and reducing the chances of heat escaping
from poorly fitted frames – reducing energy consumption even further. From cutting costs and
carbon footprints, to increasing
sales and efficiency, it’s important
to supply, buy and take advantage of energy efficient windows
and doors, plus, there’ll be no
cold toes – which is always a
bonus. i
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Dave’s notes
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the past.
AdminBase® now introduces a suite of mobile
apps designed for installation companies
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Report Highlights Energy
Efficiency Windows
A Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) Select
Committee’s report, Energy
Efficiency: building towards net
zero, which follows recommendations laid out in the 2018
National Infrastructure Assessment, stresses the importance
of pushing more energy
efficient buildings to help the
UK meet its carbon reduction
targets cost-effectively, writes
Andy Swift of Iso Chemie.
The move also comes hot on the
heals of an earlier report by the
Committee on Climate Change
(UK Housing Fit for the Future,
February 2019) into energy
efficiency in homes, which called
for all new homes to be built to
be as thermally efficient as
possible. These reports showcase
seeming indifference among government ministers when it comes
to propagating more energy efficient housing, rebuffing simple
yet effective home insulation
measures that could help people
to pay less than they need to
tackle climate change.
Cancellation of incentives
Undeniably, home insulation installations are among the cheapest carbon cutting measures,
reducing energy bills by £100 a
year on average. However, the
cancellation of government incentives has seen a 95% fall off
in work in this area since 2012,
according to the Committee on
Climate Change.

it comes to energy inefficient
homes. This is a pity because
with advancements in cost effective, simple to use technologies,
there’s no longer any justifiable
reason
for
procrastination
around the specification of
energy efficient window and
door sealing solutions.
Expansion gap
Heat will always find the fastest
exit as it comes up against the A
or A+ rated window and invariably this emanates from the
10mm or so expansion gap left
around the window following fitment. This is normally left empty,
yet some amount of spray foam
can be injected to fill the void before a silicone trim is applied for
a smart looking finish. Unfortunately, as expedient as this might
sound, none of these solutions
create a measurable, long term,
high performance thermal,
acoustic or airtight barrier – the
U-Value of the installed window
is simply reduced, which leads to
heat escape and ultimately, financial loss. If building regulations remain lenient, we will

Simple solutions
Despite great strides in modern
housing design and development, evidence points to doors
and windows continuing to be
among the biggest culprits when
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continue to see window and
door developments that only just
comply with the minimum standards. But the industry deserves
better insulating products to
improve energy efficiency and
save money for their end-users.
Tape
Self-adhesive foam sealing tapes,
which use ‘smart’ foams impregnated with different substances to
create a measurable U-Value as
low as 0.6w/m2k, offer superb
thermal insulation and can
contribute to acoustic sound
reduction by 63dB.
As these installation tapes are
completely weather tight against
driving rain up to hurricane
force wind speeds, installers can
quickly apply them around the
frame during initial fitting. This
provides the assurance that they
have completed a comprehensive A-rated installation rather
than just supplying an A-rated
window. This is a benefit that
can be sold on to deliver
enhanced energy efficiency
advantages for customers and
property owners. i

Energy Efficiency Inc.Packers & Sealants

Rock On reXon
Six months ago, Window Ware
launched its brand new reXon
silicone and sealant range.
Since then, the product has
gone on to exceed all expectations by delivering the biggest
month-1 sales of any new product. Despite being a well established brand which is sold in
many countries across Europe,
reXon was still relatively unheard of in the UK when Window
Ware’s
business
development manager, Karl
Williamson decided to bring the
product range on board.
Williamson explains: “These silicone products tick all the right
boxes – competitive prices,
smooth application, extensive
choice of colours, CE certification and a quality finish.”

Williamson’s instinct was spot ‘sausages.’ This kind of packagon. Not only has reXon been fly- ing is not only cheaper to buy
ing off the warehouse shelves to than standard cartridges but
fabricators and stockist across the empty sausages also take up
nation but it’s also been selling much less room and cost 94%
well to local installers and hitting less to dispose of compared to
targets for the Bedford based traditional plastic tubes. As the
Window Ware Trade Counter world wages war on plastic
waste, more ecological and ecoteam too.
The products have also received nomical packaging will become
some rave reviews both from re- increasingly more popular.”
The full range of reXon silitailers and end users, particularly
reXon’s 117 LMN multi-purpose cones, sealants, fillers, foams and
neutral curing silicone. Customers adhesives is distributed in the UK
really rate its ease of use, even exclusively by Window Ware,
application, excellent workability one of the UK’s largest suppliers
of window and door hardware,
and value for money.
factory tools, fixings and consumables. They all come backed
Packaging
Williamson continues: “In addi- by accomplished sales support,
tion, certain sealants and adhe- considerable technical know-how
sives are available as foil and a reliable delivery service. i
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Foiled Aluminium

Bifolds
“Probably the
best bifolds on
the market”
All standard foiled
colours in stock

£450
prices from

per sash, unglazed

All the benefits of Aluminium
now available in the full
exciting range of Renolit foils
Offer your customers more
☑ On Time Deliveries Guaranteed
☑ Quotes by return Same Day
☑ Every Door Factory Tested
☑ Easy To Install & Adjust
☑ PAS 24

THANK YOU TO ALL THAT VISITED US AT FIT, WE LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU
www.zen-fold.co.uk
info@zen-fold.co.uk
01268 569066

Call our team
to request a login for
quoting and ordering online

# Change
to better
Your customers already drive German
now give them the window they want!

T 02476 686682 F 02476 638779
www.armstrongindustries.co.uk
sales@armstrongindustries.co.uk
Boston place | Coventry | CV6 5NN

est 1996
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Knowledge Network
Fareham based installer Ideal Window Solutions has seen an
improvement in customer knowledge thanks to the launch of
the rejuvenated Planitherm Network early last year. The
revitalised Network has helped ensure the company’s
salespeople and customers have the best knowledge
possible.
The Planitherm range is now available in three options: Energy
Standard for maximum energy efficiency; Comfort, which also offers
enhanced security, noise reduction and furniture fade protection;
and Comfort Plus for all these benefits plus solar control for sunny
rooms.
Tracey Hill, sales manager at Ideal Window Solutions, says: ”It’s all about using language that
the consumer will understand so that they choose the right option for them.
“Not only are Planitherm marketing tools very clear for our salespeople and most importantly our
customers to use but the team at Saint-Gobain have been fabulously supportive. They even came
out to our showroom to talk us through the new marketing material. They consistently provide the
kind of ongoing support that is really helpful to our business and staff.” i planitherm.com

£100 For First Order

Over the last 18 months, Tradesmith says it has increased its range
of high-end products, now manufacturing Deceuninck Heritage
flush sashes, ultra-premium Residence R9 and R7 windows and
aluminium systems in addition to its Veka Halo range of windows
and doors.
A new double-decker showroom has been built and furnished this year,
with Ultraframe and a classic Stratus roof on the top floor, along with VBH
Invisifold Slide & Fold patio doors and bifold WarmCore doors
incorporating built-in sliding blind systems. From this showroom visitors can
look through a top-of-the-range R9 casement into the Residence factory to
see R9 and R7 windows being made.
In the third, ground floor showroom, specialist Spitfire doors sit alongside composite doors from
Solidor and Calibre and double rebated options from The Door Factory.
The display area also includes Tradesmith’s own popular Sussex door range, as well as an Invisifold
window and the UK’s first set of Bluesky-certified acoustic windows. Companies who haven’t bought
from Tradesmith before will receive a £100 voucher towards their first order. i tradesmith.info

Timberweld is a patented method of jointing PVC-U which
creates corners with a butt-joint on the outside and inside of
a window. Sidey is the only licenced manufacturer in
Scotland.
“We work hard as a business to continually develop our offering and
provide customers with the best products,” comments Steve Hardy,
Joint MD of Sidey. “Customers are willing to pay more for premium
products, such as the growing trend for grey profiles and flush sash
windows but they want premium quality in return. Timberweld allows
us to achieve the sleek, modern appearance customers expect – all in
a timely and cost effective way.
“The launch of the product in our showroom in Perth will allow us to
fully demonstrate the benefits of Timberweld. Customers love the
traditional timber look, which Timberweld achieves with the vertical
line on both sides of the window.” i timberweld.co.uk
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Knockout New Guide
The new glossy aluminium door brochure from Senior
Architectural Systems has been designed to appeal
to the residential consumer and t
o provide trade
installers with a useful sales tool.
As well as providing important information on the security
and safety features of the range, the new guide includes
details of the different design options, such as the choice of
colours and finishes available via Senior’s in-house powder
coating service.
Commenting, Senior’s marketing manager Jonny Greenstreet says: “Senior’s stylish range of single, double, folding sliding and sliding aluminium doors have become a popular choice in the domestic market as more and more residential
customers discover the benefits that aluminium systems offer over PVC-U and timber products. The
new Door Collection brochure is the perfect way to showcase our product offering and more importantly, help our own trade customers generate new business opportunities. We are delighted to be
able to offer them this new resource.” i seniorarchitectural.co.uk/askforali

A range of unlatched, non-rebated, single-acting fire doors is now
available from Schueco Jansen. These systems offer a
solution for many applications, including screens and partition
walls.
All the systems have a sleek modern look with slender profiles and slim
sightlines and all deliver a level of performance that is fully tested and
approved. A large glazed central area maximises light transmission and
helps to make the new doors as attractive to look at as they are effective
in use.
The three systems are Economy 60 in 30-minute [E30] and 60-minute
[E60] versions, Janisol 2 EI30 and Janisol C4 EI60. All offer Sa smoke protection and are fully assessed to EN 1634 for both fire and smoke protection. Schueco Jansen doors have hinges that have been tested through a million cycles, making them
ideal for high-traffic areas in schools, hospitals, offices and public buildings. i schueco.com

Rehau fabricator Euroglaze has launched a new range of composite doors for its trade customers.
The range features a Rehau outer frame and a Doorco slab, with a
Mila hinge, Maco locking system and Fab & Fix hardware.
There are a wide range of styles being offered, with standard colours
available on 10 day lead times and nationwide delivery offered direct
from the company’s Barnsley factory.
Operations Director Glen Park says: “The door slabs we have chosen
are available in either a woodgrain finish to replicate timber or a
smooth/etched finish to replicate aluminium. They incorporate an LVL
(Laminated Veneer Lumber) subframe to provide strength and rigidity
with minimal thermal expansion and contraction even under the UK’s
increasingly extreme temperature variations. They also include a PU
foam core which reduces heat loss and guarantees a high level of
thermal performance.
“The new doors meet the requirements of PAS24 and, if glazed,
feature EN12150 compliant toughened glass with a 10-year
manufacturer’s warranty.” i euroglaze.co.uk
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We offer a declaration of
performance for three of
our core products; jacks,
structural brackets and
baypoles/couplers. These
are available on request or
from our website and can
be used to show compliance
to your building inspector.
#TrustPink

Trust Pink!

Since 2014 we have ensured our load
bearing products are fully certiﬁed in
accordance with EN1090-1 Execution
of steel structures and aluminium
structures. This is a legal requirement
for structural and load bearing
products, don’t get caught out!
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Trade News

Relocation Reduces Delivery Times
Foam sealants and air tightness specialist ISO-Chemie has invested in new office and
warehouse facilities in a move that will also boost customer service. The company’s office has
been relocated to Slough, while distribution operations will be based out of a new warehouse
in north London.
New investment will see UK customers, who include door
and window installers, designers, architects and housebuilders, benefit from quicker deliveries of foam sealant tape
products from the company’s German manufacturing facility.
Customers will also be able to take advantage of a system
that allows them to collect stock as well as receive next day
deliveries.
Andy Swift (pictured), sales and operations manager – UK
& ROI, is at the forefront of building the brand in the UK,
raising awareness of thermal leakage around windows.
He says: “We are seeing continued strong demand for our
products from all sectors of the market. By making these investments now to support our operations, we will be well
placed going forward to continue to provide customers with
a fast, efficient and cost-effective service.” i

DGCOS Appoints Harkin As MD
QASSS (QA Scheme Support Services), which operates the DGCOS
membership scheme, has recently appointed Ciarán Harkin as its
new MD. He says he is bringing with him a determination to support
installers and make consumer protection work better for homeowners.
“DGCOS and our other home improvement schemes under the QASSS
group, provide excellent protection for consumers. The key to raising standards of protection for homeowners is by being proactive and working with
installers early on by offering customer-focused business support services,”
says Harkin.
“As part of our support services, we are also CTSI approved and provide
industry-leading alternative dispute resolution services for the home improvement sector. Our aim is to drive standards and reduce complaint times,
saving both installers and consumers time and money. We’ve reduced our
average turnaround time to resolve complaints to just 5 days, compared to the
UK average of 80 days.” i
Roof window installers, builders and homeowners across the
UK and Ireland can claim £40/ €45 worth of rewards, redeemable at top brand retailers and restaurants, every time
they buy a VELUX white painted window during autumn.
The latest offer from roof window manufacturer Velux runs during
September, October and November and is available on the entire
range of Velux white painted roof windows, including manual, centre-pivot and top-hung standard roof windows, combination solutions and automatic electric and solar Velux Integra roof windows.
Rewards can be redeemed at a range of retailers and restaurants
including M&S, Argos, Curry’s PC World, Pizza Express
and Tesco. i
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Jack Aluminium
Doubles Its Space

REAL Aluminium
Training Programme

Commercial aluminium specialist Jack Aluminium has doubled its warehouse capacity
with the purchase of a new factory. The investment is a result of year-on-year growth for
the company behind the TD68 thermal commercial door and JCW curtain walling system.
Jeff Pearson, Sales & Marketing Director at Jack
Aluminium, says: “This new purchase will take us
to the next level. Since increasing the number of
products in our range, such as the TW70 TruEnergy Window and TRL90 Flat Rooflight systems,
we were rapidly running out of space to stock our
profile.
“So, when the property next to us became available, it made complete sense for us to buy it.
There’s no need for us to go through the hassle of
moving. We can just start filling up new racking
next door!” i

REAL Aluminium has developed a comprehensive training programme for its new quoting and ordering system, which is available
free of charge.
REAL has already hosted a successful day-long
seminar where 15 installers were shown how to use
REAL Aluminium’s new online software. The intuitive
software was developed to make the process of
quoting and ordering aluminium windows and
doors quicker and easier than ever before.
Formal feedback on the training day revealed
that every delegate felt the level of technical content of the day was perfect and rated system developer and presenter John Harvey as excellent.
REAL is now rolling the programme out as a flexible 90-minute remote training course for novices
and a 45-minute lite session for those familiar with
Window Designer software. i

FIT Show & Visit Glass On Track For 2020
FIT Show & Visit Glass organisers have announced that a flurry of
exhibitors have thrown their weight behind its 2020 showcase, hot
on the heels of its decision to revert to annual proposition, and
following its most successful event to date in May this year.
Occupying halls 2 & 3 at the NEC next May (20-23, 2020), FIT Show and
Visit Glass are set to return with the same award-winning formula that has
helped to establish it as the UK’s number one showcase for the glass,
glazing, windows, doors and conservatories sectors.
Skills Thursday will return for 2020, with work already underway to develop the grassroots, training, development and upskilling content beyond
the show and throughout the industry. FIT Show is working with Building Our Skills to deliver a ‘Challenging Workplace Stereotypes’ campaign which will be threaded throughout the campaign, in the
run up to, during and post FIT Show 2020. i
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New Builders
Merchants Database
Coming February 2019
Whether you work nationally or regionally, you can access over
6,000 national and independent building merchant networks, all
specialising in building materials, tools and supplies.
The database is divided into ‘heavy’ and ‘light’ merchants with
categories for each building sector.
With 8,000 email addresses and over 7,000 contacts available, it
has never been easier to communicate with new customers.

For more information call us today on 01934 808 293.

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk

Uncertainty
un / certain / ty
Fact
Companies that invest in marketing during
uncertain times perform better in the longterm than those that cut their budget.*

Certainty
pur / pl / ex
Purplex is the strategic marketing agency
which sees the bigger picture.
Led by a CEO with 30 years’ experience
in the window industry, Purplex helps
companies across trade, commercial and
retail sectors gain market share and build
stronger brands for sustainable growth.
pur-pose / pl-anning / ex-ecution

*Marketing is the key revenue growth driver for more than 30% of companies (CMO Survey)

It’s simple economics: if a pie shrinks
by 10%, and your competitors cut their
marketing budget by 50%, your share of
the pie can increase.

Think PR’s Past It?
Think Again
There are over 15,000
businesses in British glass
and glazing. How is yours
standing out? asks Andrew
Scott of Purplex.
www.purplexmarketing.com

Think PR’s Past It? Then think
again, writes Andrew Scott
who believes it is s till the most
powerful marketing tool of
them all.
I’ve spent a lot of the last twenty
years talking marketing strategy
with some of Britain’s biggest
glazing businesses. And the number who don’t value the power of
PR – thought leadership, brandbuilding, award wins, a constant,
positive presence in the press and
more – never ceases to shock me.
I get it – in many ways, business
is a numbers game. We can all
fall into the trap of focusing on
the figures above all else.
The digital age
Digital marketing analytics let
you exactly track your ROI in
real-time. When you send out
e-shots, you can see precisely how
many people opened your email,
clicked through and converted.
It actually gets quite addictive –
continually checking how your
campaigns are performing,
tweaking copy to maximise

engagement, adjusting spends.
But while lead generation is
vitally important, on its own, it’s
a complete dead end without
other mechanisms.
You can spend thousands of
pounds trying to get someone to
visit your website or to click on
your email call to action, yet let’s
face it, so are dozens and
dozens of other companies,
many of whom probably offer
broadly the same products and
services that you do.
You need to make sure your
prospects choose you over the
sea of other businesses vying for
their attention – and that’s where
PR comes in.
The power of PR
So many companies make the
mistake of writing-off PR because
it’s not directly measurable –
there is no way of knowing
exactly how many people read
about you in a magazine or the
local paper or on an online news
service. What they don’t realise
is that PR is the crucial ingredient
that makes every other kind of
marketing more effective. Why

Scott’s Corner

does a customer choose one window business over another, when
in reality the one they’re passing
over is just as good? In many
cases, it comes down to brand.
One company has a better, more
trusted brand than the other. And
PR is the business of building
strong brands.
A solid PR strategy gives you
trust – the crucial element that will
make you stand out from your
competitors. PR helps to spread
the word about the people who
make your business what it is –
and as we all know, people buy
from people.
Take control of how you’re
perceived
Every effective PR campaign has
to have a clear goal in mind.
From the beginning, you need to
set out what you want to achieve.
Do you want your business to be
perceived as extremely generous
and charitable for instance, raising money for worthy causes and
giving back to the local community? Or do you want to be seen
as a cutting-edge, customer-focused business, winning awards
for your products and services?
Once you’ve settled on your
key objectives, that’s when you
need to bring in the professionals
to help you take control – and
that is where Purplex can help.
We can produce a stream of
messages that reinforce your core
brand values and portray you the
way you want to be seen and establish you as a leader in your
field. We ensure that, when a potential customer sees two Pay-PerClick ads or gets two e-shots in
their inbox, it’s yours they choose
to click on. i
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Comment

Isn’t is a shame that two thirds of the UK workforce wrongly
believe they are too old to become an apprentice and that
the age barrier is between 16-24 when in fact, there is no
age barrier – See News Page 5 in this issue for more.
And then turn to News Page 6 of this issue for a report on the
Glazing Summit (a gathering of 350 professionals in the industry)
where one particular topic of note was the skills gap.
This industry really should get behind apprenticeships for any age
of worker – and those older hands are the ideal candidates.
Remember, the Apprenticeship Levy means you can get money to
help cover the costs of training. And by the way, customers love
companies that are giving apprentices a chance.
Apprenticeship Levy
(Just as a side note – since the Apprenticeship Levy was applied to
make big companies pay in to a fund that every company can
access...even those big companies, it has been a bit of a failure.
As a country, we are now employing fewer apprentices than when
the Levy was introduced. How mad is that?)
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Recyclability Con
Mehreen Haroon Ali
The Glazing Summit had 25 speakers discussing issues such as T.07932 243008
sustainability and recycling, Brexit and the fire regulations along E.mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
with smart technology and tackling the skills shortage.
Head Office and
In my view, those who talked about the recyclability of PVC-U and Advertisement Production:
aluminium were talking a certain amount of hot air. Both materials T.01255 860613
are fabulous examples of things that can be recycled but E.chris.sims@profinder.eu
unfortunately, are not recycled. Aluminium drink-can recycling TheInstaller Vol 23 No 9
August 2019
plants are all over the place – they don’t take ex-windows. There Published
Copyright © Profinder Ltd 2019
are some PVC-U recycling facilities but most of the windows that
are stripped out of houses each day still go to landfill.
It is my opinion that the ‘recyclable’ versus that which can actually The Installer is the official
be ‘recycled’ con that has been inflicted on consumers (both journal of:
commercial and individual) is awaiting an angry backlash. It is still
better to tell customers how aluminium or plastic windows will save
energy and last a lifetime rather than claiming they will eventually
be removed to become new windows when patently that is unlikey.
Fire
And to close, the Summit also focused on proposed changes to fire
regulations. (And see News Page 6 for an update on Fire Door
Safety Week.) I feel we are still talking too much while people are
living in homes that could go up in flames. Surely, it is time for
some action?
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
@theinstallermagazine or installer@profinder.eu
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PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008
Access Systems

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
Aluminium Systems
Colour Applicators

THE ORIGINAL

COLOUR
COATING
EXPERTS
Kolorseal North

Tel: 01924 454856
Kolorseal Midlands

Tel: 0121 740 0217

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

www.profinder.eu

www.kolorseal.co.uk
sales@kolorseal.co.uk

Aluminium Lanterns
THE BEST
BEST ALL AL
ALUMINIUM
UMINIUM LANTERN ROOF
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www.korniche.co.uk

Bi-folding Doors
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Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.
Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Conservatory Roofs

Machinery

Glass Handling

INSTALL
MACHINE SALES & SERVICE

SPECIALISTS TO UPVC AND
ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY
SAVE TIME & MONEY – We are Scotland’s number one contact for
new or secondhand machinery required to manufacture aluminium or
uPVC windows or doors. With over 25 years experience, we can supply
anything from starter packs to full turnkey packages.
For buying or selling Contact:

John Thomson on Tel: 0141 949 0440
Mobile: 07774 144156 or Email: thomsonjohn7@aol.com
UNIT 7, Great Western Business Park, Allerdyce Court, Glasgow G15 6RY

Planning Consultants

Fixing Brackets

Corner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Flyscreens

Profile Bending

PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

Window Bags & Display Cases

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

Racking Systems

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Window openers

Screws & Fixings

GARRARD WINDOWS NOW MANUFACTURING
MECHANICALLY JOINTED SPECTUS VERTICAL SLIDER

FAX OR EMAIL YOUR QUOTES TODAY

‘Choose uPVC for
everyday practicality’

Choice of decorative
features – from Georgian
bars to decorative horns,
brass effect sash lifts;
locking cam catches and
sash restrictors
Can be produced with a
gothic or arch shape
A wide choice of colours
and woodgrain ﬁnishes

Call us now for enquiries
Tel: 01296 66 88 99
or email: enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website:

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

‘Choose aluminium for
elegant styles and colours’

Suitable for all types
of modern and period
commercial applications
and can be used in
residential properties.
Ideal for use in schools
and hospitals.
Available in any RAL
colour and a variety of
ﬁnishes.

